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FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS (FAQ)

MARSH COUNTRY INFORMATION
YOUR GUIDE TO INTERNATIONAL INSURANCE MARKETS

Marsh Country Information — with content from Axco Insurance Information Services, a leading global 
insurance information provider — offers worldwide insurance market and regulatory information for more 
than 170 territories. 

This document answers common questions asked by clients using the application.  
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ABOUT MARSH COUNTRY INFORMATION

What is Marsh Country Information?

Marsh Country Information is a service available to Marsh clients, offering insurance, 

regulatory, and tax information from Axco Insurance Information Services. The platform 

consists of two separate tools:

1. Country Profiles provides insurance market summaries from Axco reports and concise 
information on legislative, insurance, regulatory, and tax compliance topics covering 

more than 170 countries. 

2. Regulatory Alerts delivers monthly updates on recent and proposed developments in 

regulation, legislation, supervision, and premium taxation across the globe.

How do I access Marsh Country Information?

Login to marsh.com and go to the Marsh Portal. Select the Marsh Country Information button 

from the landing page and choose either the Country Profiles or the Regulatory Alerts buttons 

to make use of the tools.

Who is Marsh Country Information intended for?

Marsh Country Information can benefit organizations with operations in more than one country. It is also useful for individuals with 

compliance responsibilities. 

How do I get help with Marsh Country Information?

Contact your Marsh representative, or contact Axco Insurance Information Services via the following means:  

 • Phone:  +44 20 7374 5252

 • Email: axco@axcoinfo.com 

 • URL: http://www.axcoinfo.com/ContactUs.aspx

What is the difference between Marsh Country Information and Marsh Global Insight? 

Marsh Country Information from Axco provides concise summaries of  key market topics and alerts on changes. It is a good place to 

start researching  a country or a topic.

Marsh Global Insight goes beyond this with a deeper set of frequently asked questions with information from both Axco and  Marsh’s own 

network of experts that enable you to build custom reports and explore specific concerns.  It also include deeper Marsh Country Intelligence 

on key issues and a Marsh network directory.  It is a valuable tool to get fast answers to specific questions or deeply explore issues.

What do I do if I can’t find the information I need?

Contact your Marsh service team. They have access to additional databases of information from Axco and others that may have the answer.  

They can also involve Marsh’s Multinational Client Service network who regularly contact specialists around the globe to answer client 

questions.
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COUNTRY PROFILES 

What topics are available in Country Profiles?

Country Profiles supplies concise information on local insurance regulation 

and tax compliance and company registration and operating requirements, 

including non-admitted positions, compulsory insurance classes, taxes 

and charges, types of license, and company financial criteria. Reinsurance, 

distribution channels, captives, pools and multinationals, policy terms and 

conditions, natural hazards, social security schemes, and local benefits 

practices are also covered.

What is the source of the information in Country Profiles?

Information is provided by Axco Insurance Information Services, a leading 

supplier of global insurance market information with 50 years of experience  

in researching and publishing industry intelligence on insurance and 

employee benefits.

How are the profiles maintained?

Profiles are researched, written, and updated by experienced Axco 

consultants who regularly visit local supervisors, insurance associations, 

insurers, reinsurers, and brokers in each of the territories covered in order 

to secure vital information and provide market analysis. Teams of London-

based in-house research analysts, editors, and statisticians ensure that this 

specialized information resource is supported, maintained, and updated.  

What topics are included in Regulatory Alerts?

Axco Regulatory Alerts deliver monthly updates on 

recent and proposed developments in regulation, 

legislation, supervision, and premium taxation. The 

service includes both non-life and life market sectors 

and covers all territories included in Axco Insurance 

Market Reports.

Who is the source of the information in Regulatory 
Alerts?

Regulatory Alerts are written and verified by Axco's 

specialist consultant writers and in-house team of 

experienced research analysts. The information 

provided draws on the most recent Insurance Market 

Report publications and updates, summarizing 

changes and proposed changes in areas of compliance 

for subscribers' convenience.

How do I print reports created in Country Profiles?

Click the Reformat to Print button and a pop-up window will appear with the printer dialogue to send your report to print or save as a PDF.

REGULATORY ALERTS



The information contained herein is based on sources we believe reliable and should be understood to be general risk management and insurance 
information only. The information is not intended to be taken as advice with respect to any individual situation and cannot be relied upon as such.    

In the United Kingdom, Marsh Ltd is authorised and regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority.  
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Additional help resources are available on the Marsh Portal. For further information, please contact your local Marsh representative. 

For support or technical assistance, please contact marshportalsupport@marsh.com. 

About Axco
Axco is a leading supplier of global insurance market information with 50 years’ experience in researching and publishing industry 
intelligence on insurance and employee benefits. More information available at www.axcoinfo.com.

How do I subscribe to Regulatory Alerts emails?

Click on the button labeled Subscribe to Axco Reg Alerts email here and a window will pop up where you can fill in your contact 

information to receive alerts. 

What information must I provide to subscribe to email alerts?

Fill in your full name, your company, and your email address in order to subscribe. All other fields are non-mandatory.

What if I want to unsubscribe from Regulatory Alerts emails?

To unsubscribe, simply follow the unsubscribe link in your email.




